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Wide Tuning Range Wavelength-Swept Laser With
Two Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers
W. Y. Oh, S. H. Yun, G. J. Tearney, and B. E. Bouma

Abstract—We demonstrate a wide tuning range high-speed
wavelength-swept semiconductor laser based on a polygon scanning filter that is common to two laser cavities. Linear wavelength
tuning was achieved over 145 nm around 1310 nm at a tuning repetition rate of 20 kHz. The wavelength tuning filter is expandable
to accommodate multiple semiconductor optical amplifiers for
further widening of the laser wavelength tuning range.
Index Terms—Optical filters, semiconductor lasers, semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs), tunable lasers.

W

AVELENGTH-SWEPT lasers [1]–[4] have attracted
great interest as optical sources for various applications
such as optical reflectometry [5], [6], biomedical imaging
[7]–[10], sensor interrogation [11], and test and measurement
[12]. A wide tuning range is required to achieve high axial resolution in optical imaging and wider working wavelength range
in sensor interrogation and test and measurement. A widely
tuned solid-state laser has been developed to provide 75-nm
tuning near 1240 nm at 2-kHz scan rate [6]. Solid-state lasers,
however, provide only modest gain and exhibit relaxation oscillation frequencies in the range of tens to hundreds of kilohertz,
frustrating efforts toward high-speed tuning. Semiconductor
gain elements, by comparison, provide vastly higher gain
and, in addition, can be incorporated into compact resonator
designs resulting in inexpensive and robust lasers. Recently,
a high-speed wavelength-swept laser using a semiconductor
optical amplifier (SOA) as a gain medium was demonstrated
operating at 15.7-kHz tuning repetition rate with a linewidth
on the order of 0.1 nm [3]. This source enabled high-speed
optical frequency-domain imaging of biological samples [10].
However, the tuning range of the wavelength-swept laser
has been limited especially at such rapid scan rates due to
the limited gain bandwidth of individual semiconductor gain
materials. Although quantum-dot-based SOAs are emerging to
provide very wide gain bandwidths [13], further development
is required before they achieve widespread application.
An alternative approach to achieving an increased tuning
range relies on the combination of two or more gain media
whose gain spectra are distinct. Combined gain media have
been utilized for dual-wavelength fiber lasers and high-power
solid-state lasers [14], [15]. Additionally, a broad-band amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source was demonstrated
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Fig. 1. Schemes for combining two SOAs. (a) Serial configuration, (b) parallel
configuration, and (c) two laser cavity configuration.

using two edge-emitting light-emitting diodes for improved
axial resolution in optical coherence tomography [16], [17].
However, combining gain media for linearly swept continuously tunable lasers has not been demonstrated.
Three different schemes can be considered to combine the
spectrally distinct gain regions of multiple SOAs for a wide
tuning range wavelength-swept laser. Positioning the SOAs serially in an extended-cavity semiconductor laser, as shown in
Fig. 1(a), is problematic since each SOA exhibits absorption in
the portion of the spectrum outside of its unique gain band. The
parallel configuration of Fig. 1(b) is another possibility. In this
configuration, each SOA amplifies independently, so that both
SOA amplification bands are fully utilized in the laser. However, the two 50/50 couplers in this configuration introduce an
additional 6-dB loss for each light path, reducing the lasing
bandwidth. A portion of this loss may be reduced using wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) couplers.
Another way to increase the wavelength sweep range is to
combine independent laser outputs where each laser covers
a distinct spectral band, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The challenge
of this approach is in synchronizing the wavelength sweep of
the independent resonators. The combined laser output should
comprise a single spectral band with a narrow instantaneous
linewidth and tuning should be continuous across the entire
spectrum provided by the two SOAs. In this letter, we describe
the use of a novel polygon scanner-based filter as the common
element of two laser cavities and demonstrate a linear tuning
range of 145 nm.
Fig. 2 shows a schematic of the laser. Two SOAs (Kamelian
SOA-10-18-N-13R-FA and Philips CQF 882/e) with different
center wavelengths performed as gain media in two independent laser cavities. A reflection-type wavelength scanning filter
having two input–output ports was incorporated into the laser
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Fig. 3. Integrated spectrum of (a) the laser based on SOA1, (b) the laser based
on SOA2, and (c) two synchronized lasers combined. Inset: Normalized ASE
spectrum of each SOA.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the polygon scanning filter. (b) Schematic of the
wavelength-swept laser. PC: Polarization controller.

cavities. The wavelength scanning filter consisted of two identical polygon scanning filters [3] sharing one polygon mirror.
The filters were configured such that at each point in time during
the rotation of the polygon, the same wavelength component
was returned to each SOA and both filters had the same free
spectral range (FSR).
The parameters of the optical components in the experiment
were selected so that the FSR of the filter was slightly wider
than the combined gain bandwidth range of the two SOAs. Each
filter comprised a blazed diffraction grating with 600 lines/mm,
an afocal telescope with two achromatic lenses of
mm
and
mm, and a shared polygon scanning mirror with
40 facets,
and
mm, where denotes the
facet-to-facet angle and is the facet width. The optical components in each polygon scanning filter were carefully aligned
to provide the same FSR for each filter. The measured FSR
was 155.6 nm with less than 0.1-nm difference between the
two. The measured full-width at half-maximum passband of
both filters was 0.24 nm, which agreed well with the theoretical
value of 0.23 nm. The two identically aligned filters sharing one
polygon scanning mirror were synchronized such that the two
lasers emitted the same wavelength during the interval when

both cavities were lasing. Although for the purpose of prototyping it was most convenient to utilize separate diffraction gratings and telescopes, it would be straightforward to alternatively
configure the filters to use one grating and telescope by vertically offsetting the input beams from the fiber-optic collimators.
For the specific fiber-optic collimators used in this setup, the
beam diameter on the polygon mirror facet was calculated
to be 3.0 mm. We note that an optimal choice of optical components would match the beam diameter to the polygon facet
width. In this case, we calculate that for the same FSR, the filter
passband would be 0.18 nm [3]. Output coupling from each laser
was obtained through a 50/50 coupler placed between the filter
and the SOA in each laser resonator and the outputs were combined using an additional 50/50 coupler. Polarization in each
cavity was carefully adjusted with a pair of intracavity polarization controllers to properly tailor the overall shape of the spectrum [3], [9].
Fig. 3 shows the laser output spectrum measured with an optical spectrum analyzer in peak hold mode. The rotational rate
of the polygon scanning mirror was 500 revolutions per second,
providing a sweep repetition rate of 20 kHz. At the beginning
of a scan period, only the shorter wavelength laser emitted light.
As the filter scanned to the center portion of the tuning range, the
longer wavelength laser exceeded threshold so that both lasers
emitted the same wavelength. After the overlap region of the
filter scan, only the longer wavelength laser produced light until
the beginning of the subsequent scan. When the polygon mirror
was held fixed, the center wavelength of the two lasers matched
to within 0.05 nm over the entire wavelength sweep range. The
edge-to-edge tuning range of the laser with the shorter center
wavelength SOA (Kamelian) was 78 nm (56 nm at 3 dB) from
1238 to 1316 nm; that for the longer wavelength SOA (Philips)
was 112 nm (91 nm at 3 dB) from 1271 to 1383 nm. The wavelength sweep of the combined laser output ranged over 145 nm
edge-to-edge (132 nm at 3 dB) from 1238 to 1383 nm. The instantaneous linewidth was determined to be 0.26 nm at a tuning
repetition rate of 20 kHz by measuring the coherence function
of the laser output using a variable-delay Michelson interferometer. The peak and the average power were 1.8 and 1.35 mW,
respectively.
The time-varying laser center wavelength was determined by
measuring periods of the interference fringe from a fixed-delay
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that obtained with one SOA (Philips). As mentioned previously,
properly designed WDM couplers would enhance the tuning
range and reduce the coherent noise of this configuration, but
we note that such couplers would be also desirable in the synchronized resonator design in terms of improving the combined
output and reducing the coherent noise.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a wide tuning range
high-speed wavelength-swept semiconductor laser. The
polygon mirror-based wavelength scanning filter provides
linear wavelength tuning over the whole gain bandwidth range
of multiple SOAs. With the combination of two semiconductor
laser cavities, linear wavelength tuning over 145 nm around
1310 nm was obtained at the tuning repetition rate of 20 kHz.
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